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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to control electronics for multiple electric filters of a building ventilation system, comprising at
least one master device (1) and node devices (2), wherein a node device (2) can be connected to each of the electric filters. One or
more chains (3) of node devices (2) can be connected to the master device (1) or each of the master devices (1), wherein, in each chain
(3), a first node device (2) can be connected to the associated master device (1) and the further node device (2) of the chain (3) can
each be connected to the preceding node device (2), such that the node devices (2) of the chain (3) are connected to one another in
series, wherein the master device (1) is the device preceding the first node device/s (2) of the connected chain (3) or the connected
chains (3). The at least one master device (1) and the node devices (2) are configured to assign a unique place number to each of the
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node devices (2) of a chain (3). The transmission of the supply voltage from the node device (2) to the connected electric filter can
occur via a galvanic isolator.
(57) Zusammenfassung: Die Erfindung betrifft eine Steuerelektronik ffr mehrere Elektrofilter einer Gebudelfiftungsanlage, die we
nigstens ein Master-Gert (1) und Node-Gerte (2) umfasst, wobei an jeden der Elektrofilter ein Node-Gert (2) anschliessbar ist. An
das Master-Gert (1) bzw. anjedes der Master-Gerite (1) sind eine oder mehrere Ketten (3) von Node-Gerten (2) anschliessbar, wobei
in jeder Kette (3) ein erstes Node- Gert (2) an das zugehrige Master-Gerit (1) anschliessbar und die weiteren Node-Gerte (2) der
Kette (3) jeweils an das Vorgnger Node-Gerit (2) anschliessbar sind, so dass die Node-Gerite (2) der Kette (3) in Serie miteinander
verbunden sind, wobei das Master-Gert (1) der Vorginger des oder der ersten Node-Gerite (2) der angeschlossenen Kette (3) bzw.
der angeschlossenen Ketten (3) ist. Das wenigstens eine Master-Gert (1) und die Node-Gerite (2) sind eingerichtet, jedem der Node
Gerte (2) einer Kette (3) eine eindeutige Platznummer zuzuordnen. Die bertragung der Versorgungsspannung vom Node- Gert (2)
an den angeschlossenen Elektrofilter kann fiber ein galvanisches Trennglied erfolgen.
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Electronic control system for a number of electrostatic precipitators
Technical field
[0001]

The invention concerns an electronic control system for the electrostatic precipitators of

a building ventilation system in a larger building. Such building ventilation systems are also
5

referred to as monobloc in the air conditioning and ventilation industry.
Background of the invention
[0002] Electrostatic precipitators can filter out particles contained in a gas or air stream.
Although they can be used in ventilation, air conditioning and air-conditioning systems, they
have not become established in the ventilation industry. In the ventilation industry, especially in

10

building ventilation systems, pocket filters are still used. In a monobloc, depending on the size
of the building, a different number of pocket filters are arranged next to each other and on top of
each other. If the pocket filters are replaced by electrostatic precipitators of the same size, then
an electronic control system is required that can control a large number of electrostatic
precipitators.

is

[0003]

The invention is based on the task of developing an electronic control system for a

large number of electrostatic precipitators, which, in addition to fulfilling its main task of
controlling the electrostatic precipitators, enables simple assembly and maintenance, including
simple exchange and replacement of defective parts.
Short description of the invention
20

[0004]

The mentioned task is solved according to the invention by the features of claim 1.

Advantageous embodiments are indicated in the dependent claims 2-5.
[0005]

The invention concerns an electronic control system for a number of electrostatic

precipitators arranged in a ventilation duct of a building ventilation system. The electronic
control system comprises at least one master device and one node device, with one node device
25

being connectable to each of the electrostatic precipitators. The master device(s) is/are a higher
level control centre for the electrostatic precipitators and also supplies/supply the coupled node
devices with a supply voltage for the electrostatic precipitators.
[0006]

An optimal design of the master device and the node devices includes the following

features, which can be realized individually or in combination, namely

2

1. The or each master device and each node device has a computing unit and the devices are
configured as follows: one or more chains of node devices can be connected to the master
device or to each of the master devices, wherein in each chain a first node device can be
connected to the associated master device and the further node devices of the chain can each
5

be connected to the predecessor node device, so that the node devices of the chain are
connected to one another in series. The master device is the predecessor of the first node
device of the connected chain or the first node devices of the connected chains. A unique
position number is assigned to each of the node devices in a chain. In a configuration mode,
the computing unit of the master device(s) is configured to cause the computing unit of the

10

first node device in each connected chain to execute a configuration program that is
configured:
to receive the position number of its predecessor and to assign itself the position number
increased by the value 1 and to store it in the node device,
to determine whether a subsequent node device is connected and, if this is the case, to

15

cause the computing unit of the subsequent node device to execute the configuration program.
2. The electrostatic precipitators can contain a coding formed, for example, by permanent
magnets. In order to detect the coding, it is advantageous for the node device to have one or
more sensors and the configuration program is additionally configured to determine the
coding of the connected electrostatic precipitator from the output signal of the sensor or from

20

the output signals of the sensors.
3. Each of the node devices has a galvanic isolating element for transmitting the supply voltage
from the node device to the connected electrostatic precipitator. This enables the control of
the ionization stage and the collector stage of the electrostatic precipitator according to the
principles described in the PCT application no. PCT/EP2018/050093.

25

[0007]

The electronic control system is also preferably equipped for controlling electrostatic

precipitators of different sizes, whereby each of the electrostatic precipitators has a
predetermined size and comprises an ionization stage and a collector stage. The control of each
of the electrostatic precipitators is carried out in particular by presetting an ionisation current
flowing through the ionisation stage and a DC high voltage to be applied to the collector stage,
30

the ionisation current being adapted in particular to the air volume flow flowing through the
ventilation duct and the size of the electrostatic precipitator. The DC high voltage applied to the
collector stage is also advantageously adapted to the air volume flow.

3
[0008]

The or each master device can be connectable to a building control device, whereby the

building control device transmits a control signal to the or each master device, which is a
measure of the air volume flow flowing through the ventilation system. The master device(s)
may also be part of a building control device. The master device(s) is/are configured to transmit
5

the control signal transmitted by the building control device or a control signal derived
therefrom to the node devices. The node devices are advantageously configured to determine the
ionisation current and/or the DC high voltage on the basis of the at least one control signal and
optionally further parameters, such as for example the size of the electrostatic precipitator, and
to transmit them to the connected electrostatic precipitator.

10

[0009]

The invention is explained in more detail below by means of examplary embodiments

and the drawing.
Description of the figures
Fig. 1-3

each show a schematic diagram of an electronic control system in accordance
with the invention for the electrostatic precipitators of a building ventilation

system.

15

Detailed description of the invention
[0010]

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an electronic control system according to the

invention for the electrostatic precipitators of a building ventilation system according to a first
embodiment. The electrostatic precipitators comprise an ionization stage and a collector stage
20

and one or two high-voltage power supply units for supplying the ionization stage and the
collector stage with DC high voltages. The electronic control system comprises a central master
unit 1 and per electrostatic precipitator a node device 2. The node device 2 can be attached and
electrically coupled to the associated electrostatic precipitator, preferably by means of
mechanical means that can be attached without tools and removed again. It supplies the

25

associated electrostatic precipitator with electrical energy and controls the high voltage power
supply unit or power supply units for the ionisation stage and the collector stage of the
associated electrostatic precipitator. The master device 1 and each node device 2 has a
computing unit. The computing units are for example microcontrollers, microcomputers and the

like.
30

[0011]

The node devices 2 are connected to the master device 1 via one or more chains 3. In

each chain 3, a first node device 2 can be connected to the master device 1 and the other node

4

devices 2 can each be connected to the predecessor node device 2, so that the node devices 2 of
the same chain 3 are connected to each other in series. The master device 1 is the predecessor of
the first node device 2 of a chain 3. The master device 1 and the node devices 2 are connected
via connection cables equipped with plugs. The connecting cables comprise, for example, two
5

lines for the supply of the node devices 2 with a first supply voltage of, for example, 12 V, two
further lines for the supply of the electrostatic precipitators with a second supply voltage of, for
example, 24 V or AC mains voltage of, for example, 230 V, and one or more data lines for the
transmission of data and commands. The 12 V and 24 V lines are preferably galvanically
isolated from each other. The first supply voltage is used to supply the electronics of the master

10

device 1 and the node devices 2 with electrical energy. The second supply voltage is used to
supply the electrostatic precipitators with electrical energy.
[0012]

A unique position number is assigned to each of the node devices 2 of a chain 3. The

node devices 2 are not configured when they leave the factory, i.e. their position number is
either undefined or set to a high value that does not occur in practice, and they do not contain
15

any data related to the building system. The assignment of the position number takes place
automatically after connecting the node unit 2 to one of the electrostatic precipitators of the
building ventilation system and connecting it to the master unit 1 in accordance with the
schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1, i.e. without an operator having to assign the position
number.

20

[0013]

The configuration of the electronic control system of the electrostatic precipitators of a

building ventilation system is carried out using a master configuration program installed on the
computing unit of the master unit 1 and a node configuration program installed on the
computing unit of the node devices 2.
[0014]
25

The computing unit of the master device 1 is configured to execute, in a configuration

mode, the master configuration program which causes the computing unit of the first node
device 2 of each chain 3 to execute the node configuration program, the node configuration
program being configured
to receive the position number of its predecessor and to assign to and to store in the node
device the position number increased by the value 1,

30

to determine whether a subsequent node device is connected and, if this is the case, to
cause the computing unit of the subsequent node device to execute the configuration program.
If there is no subsequent node device 2, then the node configuration program of the last

5

connected node device 2 of a chain 3 transmits its position number to its predecessor node
device 2, which in turn transmits it to its predecessor node device 2, etc.. In this way the master
device 1 receives the position number of the last node device 2 from each of the chains 3 and
then knows the number of node devices 2 of each chain 3.
5

[0015]

In this configuration procedure, the master device 1 is treated as the predecessor of the

first node device 2 of a chain 3. The configuration program of the master device 1 is therefore
configured to pass a position number to the first node device 2 of a chain 3, which is then
increased by the value 1 by the configuration program of the first node device 2 of the chain 3.
For example, the position number passed by the master device 1 has the value 0 for all chains 3.
10

The position number of each node device 2 of a chain 3 then has the value corresponding to the
position of the node device 2 in the chain 3. I.e. the first node device 2 of a chain 3 has the
position number 1, the second node device 2 of a chain 3 has the position number 2, etc... Such
an assignment of position numbers to the node devices 2 of the electrostatic precipitators is
shown in Fig. 1 by numbers arranged in the lower right corner of the node devices 2.

15

[0016]

The position number of the master device 1 can also be a different position number for

each of the chains 3, for example for the first chain 3 the number 0 and for the following chains
3 the position number of the last node device 2 of the previous chain 3. In this way the node
devices 2 of all chains 3 can be numbered consecutively.
[0017]
20

The master device 1 and the node devices 2 contain one or more further programs with

which the master device 1 can address each node device 2 via its position number and its chain
number (or its sole position number) and exchange commands and data with it.
[0018]

The electrostatic precipitators are provided in several sizes, in particular three sizes,

which are referred to as 1/1, 1/2 and 3/4 sizes. The electrostatic precipitators are preferably
provided with a code for the size and possibly further parameters and the node devices 2 contain
25

one or more sensors in order to determine the code of the connected electrostatic precipitator
and from this to determine the size and the further parameters if there are. The coding is made
for example by means of two magnets arranged at a distance from each other on the electrostatic
precipitator and two magnetic field sensors mounted accordingly on the node device 2. The
output signal of the first magnetic field sensor indicates whether the first magnet is present. The

30

output signal of the second magnetic field sensor indicates whether the second magnet is
present. The following table shows a possible coding:

6
magnet 1

magnet 2

coding

not present

not present

no electrostatic precipitator

present

not present

1/1 electrostatic precipitator

not present

present

1/2 electrostatic precipitator

present

present

3/4 electrostatic precipitator

[0019]

The control of the ionization stage of the electrostatic precipitators is preferably carried

out by setting the ionization current which is to flow through the ionization stage, and the
control of the collector stage of the electrostatic precipitators is carried out by setting the
collector high voltage which is to be applied to the collector stage. The master device 1 can
5

preferably be connected to a higher-level building control device 4 or is part of a building
control device and the electronic control system is configured to control the ionisation currents
and the collector high voltage according to the operating status of the entire building ventilation
system. An example of this: The air volume flow can be adjusted by means of a fan between
zero and a maximum air volume flow. The building control device 4 communicates with the

10

master device 1 and transmits a control signal to it which refers to the current air volume flow,
preferably as a percentage of the maximum air volume flow, or a quantity corresponding to it.
The master device 1 is configured to transmit the control signal or a control signal derived from
it to the node devices 2, which determine and set or regulate the operating parameters of the
connected electrostatic precipitator on the basis of the control signal. The master device 1 can in

is

particular be configured to convert the control signal received from the building control device
4, which represents the current air volume flow flowing through a ventilation duct in which the
electrostatic precipitators are arranged, into a control signal derived therefrom, which represents
the current air volume flow flowing through an electrostatic precipitator of the size 1/1. The
operating parameters are in particular the ionisation current and the collector high voltage. The

20

ionisation current to be set preferably depends not only on the current air volume flow, but also
on the size of the electrostatic precipitator. The node device 2 therefore determines the
ionisation current to be set on the basis of the transmitted control signal and the size of the
connected electrostatic precipitator determined from the detected coding, and the collector high
voltage to be set on the basis of the transmitted control signal alone. The building control device

25

4 and the master device 1 can also be configured to transmit other or additional control
commands.
[0020]

The node device 2 can be configured to transmit the size and any other determined

7

parameters of the electrostatic precipitator to the corresponding master device 1. This
transmission can, for example, be carried out in the configuration mode by the configuration
program.

[0021]
5

The node devices 2 can be configured as described above to use software to determine

whether a subsequent node device 2 is connected or not. However, the node devices 2 can also
be equipped with hardware components that support this task. For example, the inputs and
outputs of the node devices 2 may contain logic components that ensure that a line of the
connecting cable existing between two node devices 2 carries the binary value "0" if no
subsequent node device 2 is connected and carries the binary value "1" if a subsequent node

10

device 2is connected.
[0022]

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of an electronic control system according to the

invention for the electrostatic precipitators of a building ventilation system according to a
second embodiment. In this embodiment, a separate master device 1 is provided for each chain
3. Each of the master devices 1 is preferably supplied by a separate power supply unit with the
is

second supply voltage of, in this example, 24 V. Whereas the first supply voltage of, in this
example, 12 V can be supplied by a single, common power supply unit. The master devices 1
are connected to each other via a bus. The first master device 1 is configured so that it can be
connected to the building control device 4.
[0023]

20

When executing the configuration procedure, the master devices 1 are treated as

predecessors of the first node device 2 of the assigned chain 3. The assignment of the position
numbers to the node devices 2 of each of the chains 3 is carried out as described above for the
first embodiment.
[0024]

The master devices 1 each communicate individually, but via a common bus, with the

building control device 4 or they communicate with a main master device that communicates
25

with the building control device 4. The main master device can be the master device 1 of the
first chain 3 or an additional master device without 24 V power supply (or 230 V power supply,
respectively).
[0025]

In all examples, the 24 V power supply unit (or 230 V power supply unit, respectively)

can be integrated into the master device 1 or be a separate component.
30

[0026]

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of an electronic control system according to the

8
invention for the electrostatic precipitators of a building ventilation system according to a third
embodiment. In this embodiment, several master devices 1 are provided and one or more chains
3 of node devices 2 can be connected to each master device 1.
[0027]
5

In all embodiments, the node devices 2 of each chain 3 can be numbered consecutively

from 1 to n, where the number n denotes the number of node devices 2 of the corresponding
chain, or the node devices 2 of all chains 3 can be numbered consecutively from 1 to m, where
the number m denotes the total number of node devices 2 of the electronic control system, or the
node devices 2 of all chains 3 connected to the same master device 1 may be numbered
consecutively from 1 to k, where the number k denotes the total number of node devices 2

10

connected to the same master device 1.
[0028]

The invention makes it possible to individually address and parameterize each node

device 2 and thus each electrostatic precipitator of a large array of electrostatic precipitators. A
failure occurring with an arbitrary node device 2 or electrostatic precipitator can thus be
localized and possibly eliminated automatically by appropriate control commands.
is

[0029]

The node device 2 supplies the associated electrostatic precipitator with the second

supply voltage (e.g. 24 V DC or 230 V AC, respectively). This supply voltage is preferably
transmitted via a galvanic isolating element, i.e. the node device 2 and the associated
electrostatic precipitator are preferably galvanically isolated, as described in the PCT application
no. PCT/EP2018/050093.
20

[0030]

While embodiments of this invention have been shown and described, it would be

apparent to those skilled in the art that more modifications than mentioned above are possible
without departing from the inventive concepts herein. The invention, therefore, is not to be
restricted except by the appended claims and their equivalents.

9
CLAIMS
1.

Electronic control system for a number of electrostatic precipitators of a building

ventilation system, comprising at least one master device and a plurality of node devices,
wherein
each of the plurality of node devices is configured to be coupled to a corresponding electrostatic
precipitator,
the at least one master device and each node device has a computing unit,
one or more chains of node devices can be connected to the at least one master device, wherein
in each chain a first node device can be connected to the associated master device and the further
node devices of the chain can each be connected to a predecessor node device, so that the node
devices of the chain are connected to one another in series, the at least one master device being
the predecessor of the first node device of the connected chain or the predecessor of the first
node devices of the connected chains, respectively,
a position number is assigned to each of the node devices of a chain,
the computing unit of the at least one master device is configured, in a configuration mode, to
cause the computing unit of the first node device of each connected chain to execute a
configuration program that is configured:
to receive the position number of its predecessor and to assign itself the position number
increased by the value 1 and to store the position number in the node device,
to determine whether a subsequent node device is connected and, if this is the case, to
cause the computing unit of the subsequent node device to execute the configuration program.
2.

The electronic control system according to claim 1, wherein each of the node devices has

one or more sensors in order to detect a coding of the connected electrostatic precipitator, and the
configuration program is additionally configured to determine the coding of the connected
electrostatic precipitator from the output signal of the sensor or from the output signals of the
sensors.
3.

The electronic control system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the at least one master

device supplies the connected node devices with a supply voltage for the electrostatic
precipitators, and each of the node devices has a galvanic isolating element for transmitting the

10
supply voltage from the node device to the connected electrostatic precipitator.
4.

The electronic control system according to any one of claims I to 3, wherein each of the

electrostatic precipitators has a predetermined size and comprises an ionization stage and a
collector stage, and the control of each of the electrostatic precipitators is effected by presetting
an ionization current flowing through the ionization stage and a DC high voltage to be applied to
the collector stage, wherein
the at least one master device is connectable to a building control device or is part of a building
control device,
the at least one master device is configured to transmit a control signal transmitted from the
building control device or a control signal derived therefrom to the node devices, and
each of the node devices is configured to determine, for the associated electrostatic precipitator,
the ionisation current to be set on the basis of the transmitted control signal and, optionally, the
size of the connected electrostatic precipitator and/or to determine the DC high voltage to be
applied to the collector on the basis of the transmitted control signal.
5.

The electronic control system according to claim 4, wherein the control signal transmitted

to the node devices is a measure of the current air volume flow flowing through a ventilation
duct in which the electrostatic precipitators are arranged.
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